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One of the most interesting kinds of processes in the history of 

to a new cultural environment. Numerous theoretical terms of 
religious studies are used to describe this process: synchretism, adap-
tation, change of paradigms, inculturation, ethno-religiosity and more. 
Expressed in these terms is the obvious shift of basic social, cultural, 
and religious notions that occurs when two cultural entities come into 
contact. This shift can be almost one-sided if the giving culture has 
a stronger impact on the reviving culture which has been on a lower 
cultural level before the contact. This was the case with the European 
tribal cultures such as the Celtic and Germanic when they came into 
contact initially with the Roman civilization, and later with Christian-
ity. It is also the case with the peripheral nations of the Sinitic sphere, 
outstanding examples being Japan and Korea. What happened there is, 
at least as far as we can judge from the extant sources, that the receiv-

-
lectual life.

The case is different, however, when a historically mature culture 

culture borrowing from its cultural reservoir only selected items as, 
for example, China’s adaptation of Buddhism from the Indian culture. 
Here it is quite fascinating to see what has been borrowed and how 
that which was borrowed has been changed or adapted to the already 
existing environment, a process usually called the “sinicization” (Greg-
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 or “  of Buddhism – 
the counter-concept, as it were, of Hu Shi’s “  of Chinese 
culture . While it is clear that Buddhism in China in its mature peri-
od, beginning with, let us say, the Sui period, has indeed undergone a 
change that may be described by the terms just mentioned – leading to 
such typical Chinese schools and “sects” as Huayan  and Chan  
which never had a direct 
to trace the earlier transformation of general cultural concepts in the 
context of both classical Chinese thinking and Buddhist ideas inherited 
from the Indian motherland of this religion.

Two of these general cultural concepts and elementary categories 
of human thinking are certainly time and space, belonging to the cat-
egories which the German philosopher Immanuel Kant has described 
as a priori, irreducible and independent. One would expect, therefore, 
concepts of time and space in different cultures to be similar. I will, 
however, not deal here with the abstract concepts of time and space 
that concerned Kant, but I would like to give examples of how concrete 
historical time and geographical gaps between two cultures were dealt 
with in early Chinese Buddhism, looking particularly at the fourth and 

The absolute meaning willingly ascribed by most human beings 
to absolute dates in the framework of religious and cultural starting 

Jesus Christ, the hajj of 
Muhammad, obscures some problems. Why is it – one could ask – that 

-
tance of time to an event in history that is not even accurately dated or 
determined, and this even though many of these people claim to stand 
totally outside the religious context that gives this date its meaning, as 
for instance Christmas in the Christian tradition being the date of the 

our Western time system is really and universally recognized by other 
traditions and cultures. And whether there are historical examples of a 

only one example of such a problematic discussion: some time ago the 
question was raised in a German-language internet forum that discuss-
es religious matters, of whether there will be more terrorist attacks on 

 Traditionally written Hu Shih indianization” cf. 



  

Islamist” terrorists in 
Islamic 

calendar. 
All these questions may seem to be out of place in the context of Chi-

nese Buddhism, but they are in some way all connected with the prob-
lem of how the Chinese, as a people with an ancient historiographical 
tradition of their own, dealt with Buddhist historical concepts in gen-
eral, and in particular, concerned themselves with the starting point of 
this religion, the life of its founder. The questions may generally show 
us how relative time systems are and have been, and that there is a need 
to come to terms with them if they come into contact, especially if both 
or even if one of them claims a higher degree of “truth” as conveyed and 
legitimized by a religious context. In the example that I will deal with, 
the main point seems to be that socially and culturally used time sys-
tems, which are very often brought into historiographical genres, are 

events that are then transmitted as “history.”

as the attempt to structure time and space into a converging line of 
narration, of writing time and space together. It should be stressed that 
in the discussion of historiography, space for the most part seems to be 
a neglected factor. The reason for this is quite obvious for me: usually 

stream of time in which the events are to be placed. The spatial, that is, 
-

sumed. However, historiography always has a serious problem when 
two traditions that do not come from the same cultural and geograph-
ical environment, from the framework of the same “cultural memory,”  
must be harmonized. The problem then consists in closing the obvious 
geographical gap when parallelizing sometimes entirely contrary time-
tables of two or more traditions and in order to get rid of the vexing 
problem of different time concepts in two different realms of space. To 
accomplish this goal, often the initial step of the compilers of historical 
texts is to synchronize the starting points of the respective cultures or 
traditions.
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Before we switch to our direct subject, Chinese historiography, let 

be it only for the sake of a comparative view point. The European his-
toriographers of antiquity (Herodot, Thukydides, Xenophon, Polybios 
of Megalopolis, Tacitus, Sallustus, Caesar, -
monize different cultural strings
history in the well-known and accepted pattern of connecting a cer-
tain event with a certain important personality, usually a ruler. It was 
not until old pagan traditions met with the even more powerful Jew-
ish-Christian conceptions that European historiographers met the dif-

medieval “universal histories” in Europe (Gioacchino da Fiore, Vincent 
 were thus primarily concerned with what their authors 

and readers thought to be world history in the soteriological and es-
chatological framework of 
Old Testament with subjects of the Greek and Roman antiquity or those 
of their own cultural antiquity into one chronological line, very often 
starting from the creation of the world, continuing with the subsequent 
Biblical history of mankind, jumping to the story of Troy, the found-
ing of Rome and the life of 
present. Sometimes the events in the different cultural regions were 
presented in the form of synchronized annals. The inconsistencies and 
gaps in such historiographical concepts and patterns, which are obvi-

-
sis of Jewish “historiography”, antique culture and Christian soteriolo-
gy. Ecclesiastic historiography, from Eusebios of Caesarea on, used the 
antique past, both Occidental and Oriental, to depict the traces of God’s 
masterplan for the world even in a past not yet Christian. Despite the 
strong Christian domination, even pagan history was used by Christian 
authors, as can be seen in the , written by the Roman 
minister of the Germanic-Gothic rulers of Italy, Cassiodorus. Another 
approach to autochthon history is the Heimskringla, the “Circle of the 

Christian author Snor-

 This is especially true for the historiographies of the Roman Empire (cf. Christ 

inserted geographical and ethnographical material, and sometimes tried to par-
allelize the information which they gained about foreign nations with their own 



 in which the mythical past of the Germanic 
gods and forefathers is – in a similar manner to the stories of Chinese 
antiquity – presented in euhemerized form, thus dethroning the old 
Pagan gods in their ancient heavenly abodes and making them rulers 

the similarity between its name and that of one of the old gods, Thor, 
Christianiza-

tion of the Scandinavians. 
Similar phenomena of writing beyond cultural boundaries, or better: 

of combining two cultural histories can be observed in the early histo-
riographical traditions of Buddhist countries such as Tibet, Korea or 
Japan. Tibetan historiography, paradigmatically represented by works 
such as the  ( Bu ston written in 

 (

chronological and Buddhist, starting with the life of -
ing the advent and development of Buddhism in Tibet and continuing 
up to the days of the authors. In Japan and Korea the oldest historiogra-
phies were conceived in two complementary ways: the Japanese Kojiki 

Korean Samguk-sagi 
 (written by Kim Pu-sik th

Japanese Nihongi  (or: Ni-
hon-shoki -

  and the Korean 
 (Chin.  written by the monk  

at the end of the thirteenth century, both start with the pre-Buddhist 
past of the countries, and then also deal, one more and the other less, 
with Buddhist history. These Asian traditions of historiography did not 
have too many problems with the discontinuity of the autochthon and 
Buddhist tradition because they were either cultivated and dominated 
by Buddhism, or had to match the achievements of Chinese culture and 
the introduction of Buddhism with strong secular powers, therefore 
avoiding an absolute concentration on matters Buddhist even to the ex-
tent of excluding the early Indian history of Buddhism.
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Concepts of historiography that are able to jump back and forth in 
two different cultural traditions and layers without feeling a sort of 
discontinuity, as was more or less the case in the medieval European 
and the early Japanese, Korean and Tibetan traditions of historiogra-
phy, were obviously not possible for Buddhism in China, not least of all 
because the Chinese, with their classics, the Shujing , Chunqiu  
and the Shiji , already had an orthodox historiography that Bud-

-

of chronological and historical traditions together – he then also had to 
close the geographical gap between China and India, the motherland of 
Buddhism.

In the early period of Buddhism in China only universalist concepts 
seemed to be able to compete with and to match the classical Chinese 

in a soteriological framework of religion, in our case Buddhism, China 
and India were part of a common scenario. The Buddhist 
able to cope with an indo-centric interpretation as well as a wider geo-
graphical approach, became the matrix in which spaces were brought 
together Buddhist conception of the two soteriologically import-
ant periods, which sandwich the historical present between the age of 
the Buddha kalpa of the future Buddha Mai-
treya, paved the way for a convergence of the time line of traditional 
China that began in the ancient times of the legendary rulers and the 
line of time of Buddhist history from the days of the Buddha, not least 
because they both converged in the future at the climax of the arrival of 
Maitreya (Mile  History was extended beyond the limits of the 
historical present by the powerful instrument of Buddhist prophecy, 
Skt. , Chin. shouji .

To give you just one example for the thesis that the bringing togeth-
er of data from the autochthon Chinese antiquity and the information 
about the story of the Buddha was crucial for at least one kind of inter-
action between Chinese culture and Buddhism, I would like to draw 
attention to the text Lihuo-lun , the , 
a text incorporated into the Buddhist apologetic collection Hongming-ji 

 
 For the complex of 



dating of this text,  it can well represent a relatively early example of 
the contest between ideas seen as being traditionally Chinese and the 
answers of a Buddhist apologist, Master   The apologist 
does not really try to harmonize the standpoint of the traditionalist 
with his own Buddhist one, but the line of argumentation of the de-
baters very often clearly refers to the mythical and semi-mythical his-
tory of China of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi Yao 

, Shun , Kongzi  ( Laozi . Mouzi’s point and 
manner of argument frequently consists in showing that the old Chi-
nese traditions are by no means any more reliable than the Buddhist 
texts. In the seventh chapter of the Lihuo-lun
following dialogue:

A critic asked: If the Way of the Buddha is so eminently respectable and 
great, why did not Emperors Yao and Shun, or the Duke of Chou , 
or 
Buddhist teaching]. ... Mou-tzu said: ... Yao served Yin Shou and Shun 

Duke of Chou] studied with Lü Wang, 
and Confucius with Lao Tan. Yet none of these persons appear in the 
Seven Classics! ...

One important feature of the quoted passage is that it clearly shows 
that apologists of Buddhism had to deal with the historicity of the Bud-
dha and his teaching in the light of the Chinese traditional past. In our 
example the author is using a well-set example of argumentum ex silen-
tio, a counter-proof derived from the silence of the Chinese historical 
sources.

The thesis presented here is that early Sino-Buddhist non-canonical 
and non-commentary literature often was a program to combine the 
two cultural spaces, the Buddhist religious space with that of China’s 
glorious traditional past. The protagonists of this process were so suc-
cessful in connecting the traditional Chinese space and time concep-
tions with those of Indo-Buddhism, that the later Buddhist historiog-
raphers of the Tang and Song periods could write diachronic sequences 
in the purely chronological  style without serious prob-
lems of incompatibility between the two traditions. However, I will not 

 
... 
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deal with this later period, the outlines of which have been thoroughly 
investigated by H. Schmidt-Glintzer in his work on Buddhist sectarian 
historiography , but rather will attempt to look for early traces – ex-
periments as I have called it rather provisionally in the title – of Bud-
dhist chronology and historiography and of the religious environment 
in which these were able to rise.

Writing Pasts and Spaces Together

The beginning of Buddhist time calculation is usually the date of the 
physical death or  of Indian town 
of -
ty and antiquity of their religious tradition from a relatively early peri-
od, were preoccupied with the question of when, according to their own 
Chinese traditional chronology, the Buddha had lived.

It is generally assumed that the historical research of the date of 
the Buddha was connected to two problems with which the Chinese 
Buddhists were confronted: The competition with the Daoists, who had 
come forth with the Laozi-huahu-jing , the Laozi con-

,  forced the Buddhists to prove that 
the Buddha had actually lived before Laozi, and thus they attempted to 
trace his lifetime back as far as possible into the past. This kind of calcu-
lation stood in a certain contradiction to the ideology of the three stag-
es or ages: that of the true dharma, the semblance of the dharma, and 

dharma (zhengfa  – xiangfa  – mofa  In this 
framework Chinese Buddhists wanted to know where their own pres-
ent position in the soteriological process was: According to the dating 
of the Buddha into the Chinese antiquity of the early Zhou dynasty and 

zheng-
fa plus one thousand years of xiangfa,  Buddhism would have reached 
the Middle Kingdom under the reign of Han Mingdi 

 
 
 
 As in the 

the 
 and the transmis-

sion of the dharma



towards the end of the period of the semblance of the dharma (xiangfa
This led to another trend: the tracing of the arrival of Buddhism back to 
a past beyond the date given in the traditional, well-known story of Han 
Mingdi’s dream of the Golden Man ( jinren -

Buddhist missionaries, She Moteng 
Dharmaratna (Zhu Falan Buddhist 

scripture in China (the , Sishier-zhang-jing 
 All these attempts or experiments may be described as 

actions of writing times together.
The successful early datings in China of the Buddha’s life, his nir-

 and his birth, were made by a process of compatibilisation of the 
old Chinese chronicles and the Buddhist scriptures. The -

 reports in all its versions that a heavy earthquake shook the 
regions in the moment of the “Great Extinction” of the Buddha . The 
legends about the birth of the Buddha also report that the night was 
bright when the Great Teacher was born.

What had to be done now was to check the Chinese chronicles for 
similar kinds of natural phenomena or omina. These were easily found 
in the old Chinese records. This way of dating is presented in early his-
toriographical accounts on Buddhism such as Fei Changfang’s  

-
clopedic history with a discussion of the various dates of the Buddha’s 

Zhuang  of Zhou 

 About other legends of an earlier arrival of 
Indian Shilifang  arriving with other 

monks and s at the court of Qin Shihuangdi -
ported in the .

 The Buddha, in connection with the earthquake at his decision to give up the op-
tion for the prolongement of his life, gives eight causes for such earthquakes, the 
last six of which are – cum grano salis: the descent of the bodhisattva from 

: Wald-

 This date is also adopted in the well-known chapter Shilao-zhi  of the Wei-
shu  (translated after Tsukamoto 
the king of India ( In the night of the eighth 
day of the fourth month he was born from the right hip of his mother. ... The time 
when Zhuang of 

Chunqiu is reported that in the seventh year of Duke Zhuang of Lu, 
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A detailed discussion of all the dates that were usual in Buddhist his-
toriography – including the so-called dotted record (dianji 

 
– can be skipped because extensive work has been done on this topic 
in the volumes edited by Heinz Bechert on the Dating of the Historical 

.  In addition, some years ago a very good condensed discussion 
of the whole complex was published by Hubert Durt.

There is, however, another interesting and early example showing 

kind of computation. This evidence is – as far as I know – the oldest Chi-
nese source of its kind. It is found in Fa xian’s Foguo-ji 

, the Report on , also called Gaoseng-Fa xian-
zhuan  Fa xian, after having crossed the Karako-
rum mountain range (Xueshan  arrived at 
the upper stream of the river Indus at a place that he calls Tuoli  

Darel in northern Paki-
stan. In Tuoli there was a colossal wooden standing statue of Maitreya, 
made by an artisan who had been taken to the ar-
hat in order to create an image of Maitreya. As can be seen from other 
short accounts of Chinese monks who traveled there around the same 
time such as in the fragments of the Mingseng-zhuan  and in the 
Gaoseng-zhuan pilgrim-
age site to visualize Maitreya. Fa xian interpolates an explanation of the 
historical meaning of the Maitreya statue into his narrative thread of 
the journey:

Fa xian if he knew when the Buddhist dhar-
-

India], they all say that there 

the Maitreya statue there were Indian  who crossed this ri-

 of the 

 Another very popular calculation was that of 
the Buddha’s birth into the reign of King Zhao  of Zhou, respectively the date of 
his  into the reign of King Mu  of Zhou

 

 
 On the route from Khotan to 



of 
this statue. Who, other than the great master Maitreya, who will be 
the successor of triratna] 
and let the people outside 

are good reasons that the dream of the emperor Ming of the Han was in 

Important here is that Fa xian does not give the usual calculation go-
ing straight back to the  of the Buddha, but gives the date of 
the transmission of the dharma across the river 
the line between India proper and the regions beyond. Thus, geography 
seems to be just as important for him as mere chronology. The inten-
tion of the story of the colossal Maitreya statue seems to be to show 
that three hundred years after the death of the Buddha, the dharma had 

-
ly, also China and thus this occurred so early that it still fell into the era 
of the “true dharma” (saddharma  zhengfa 

Another striking fact of this report is that Fa xian obviously tries to 
bolster the Chinese computations through Indian traditions: he asked 
the people of the region (  Fa xian’s intentions 
are to show that this tradition was not only invented by Chinese Bud-
dhists, but was also to be found in India.

Fa xian supports his computation by relating an episode that oc-
cured at the end of his stay in Ceylon he 
had the opportunity to see the procession of the tooth-relic of the Bud-
dha. A man who represented the king and rode on the royal elephant, 

 of the Buddha to 
the present.  Needless to say, no chronology of this kind can be found 
in any Indian Buddhist source.

If one tries to determine the reason lying behind the dating present-
ed by Fa xian one cannot rely, however, on later Chinese sources. The 

 mentions Fa xian’s report but obviously does not under-

  (“Since the 
Buddha] has 
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stand the motivation behind its dating and in turn calculates a slightly 
incorrect date: “If one calculates the birth date of the Buddha according 
to the Fa xian-zhuan th year Jia-wu of the reign of Wu Yi of the 

th year Ding-si
kaihuang: Wendi 

years have already passed.”
The pattern that I would suggest to interpret these dates is the 

“writing together of times” of the Buddhist and Chinese history and the 
incorporation of the meaning attributed to each in the framework of 
both Buddhist eschatology as well as the traditional Chinese theories 
of the historical rise and fall of dynasties.

To understand Fa xian’s dates I would thus suggest the following: the 
date of the 
the case of both years indicated by 
the beginning of the reign of King Ping 

kings Wen  or Wu  of Zhou, the traditional lib-
erators from the Shang  tyranny and the founders of the Western 
Zhou
the life and death of the Buddha and with his death the beginning of 
the period of the true dharma in India, the transfer of the Mandate of 
Heaven (tianming  was an appropriate 
date. Seen from the standpoint of Buddhist teleology, the spread of the 
dharma eastward across the Indus during the reign of King Ping is not 
less meaningful: The expulsion of the Zhou and the move of the capital 
to Luoyang  under 
Zhou, which is traditionally seen as being the beginning of the end of 

  
. In his calculation, Lidai-san-

without checking the results, and further takes this to be the date of the 
Buddha’s  rather than Fei Changfang’s computation of the Buddha’s birth. It 
should be noticed that Fei made a similar mistake, because he calculated the birth 
date – not the  – of the would then 

 According to the classical chronology presented by Sima Qian -

 



this dynasty . This was, in the Buddhist time-conception as presented 
by Fa xian, balanced on a soteriological level by the eastward move of 
the dharma. Speaking in Buddhist terms of teleology, the decline of the 
Eastern Zhou corresponded to the decline of the true dharma in the 
second half of its period.

To give one more example for this kind of calculation: the apologetic 
collection Guang-hongming-ji Dao-
xuan  contains a treatise, the Erjiao-lun , the Dispute on the 
Two Teachings, attributed to Shi Daoan  – not the famous Daoan 
of the fourth century, but a monk from the second half of the sixth cen-
tury – in which he presents us with several chronological calculations 
including the one preferred by 

Further: according to the annual record of dharma-master 
-

tical with the 
chou of King Huan of Zhou, he had left his home in the twenty-third year 
Kui-wei of King Huan, had attained enlightenment in the tenth year Jia-
wu of King 

.

This chronology is not any less interesting than Fa xian’s, because it 
seems to indicate a different result from a different temporal point of 
view, although it is grounded on a similar soteriological concept: Pre-

mofa period would be just at its peak 
Erjiao-lun

that 
mofa -
enment of the Buddha, eschatological 
terms one could argue that the end of the three periods of the dharma, 
be it apocalyptic or not, had been expected to take place at the begin-

Buddhist timetables were reshaped 

 As Sima Qian states (Shiji King Ping the house of the Zhou degen-
erated and the strong ones among the feudal lords subjugated the weak ones.” Cf. 

 It may be well possible that the reluctance of the Chinese Bud-
dhist authors to adopt a date of the Buddha falling into the era of the Eastern Zhou 
had something to do with the negative image of that period.

 

. This is also already referred to in the  
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accordingly – as is so often the case when expectations of a near end 
Buddha’s 

dates closer to the historical present and by extending the timetables 
of decay .

Now, to return to the Foguoji: The part of Fa xian’s report which I 
have just discussed is clearly interwoven with a complex of information 
belonging to the same framework of ideas: the timetable of the decay of 
the dharma and the advent of Maitreya, and the underlying conception 
of 
meaning, the meaning certainly being that the mofa period would come 
to an end in only a few years . It also indicates the expectations and 
hope for the future beyond this eschatological timetable. 

Writing Spaces and Future Times Together

Writing spaces together is a process in early Chinese Buddhism that 
attempts to imbed and integrate China as a geographical and cultural 
entity into the Indian Buddhist teleological and soteriological master-
plan. Such an attempt can, for instance, be seen in the protoarchaeolog-
ical discoveries of stupas and inscriptions in China during the reigns 
of various emperors which were ascribed to the ideal Buddhist ruler, 
the cakravartin 
Buddhist holy geography in the time of the famous Mauryan king .

It is again Fa xian who gives us an early report about a tradition which 
obviously tried to embed China into a soterio-eschatological Buddhist 
geography and timetable, this time in rather mythological ranges. Fa-
xian reports that, during his two-year stay in 
Indian monk (tianzhu-daoren 
a  about the destiny of the Buddha’s alms bowl, the  
(
then in Fa xian had seen it in the city of -

 Already clear in the -
riods of zhengfa and xiangfa mofa

 For general considerations on Buddhist eschatological, millenaristic and apoca-

 Ayu-wang , and the monuments ascribed 
to him in Chinese Buddhist and secular writing is a subject upon which more re-



 
, to  , to   , Cey-

 and then back to Middle India (Zhong-tianzhu 
 

Maitreya, and after seven heavenly days will return to earth, to 
 -king Hai-longwang 

Maitreya 
attains enlightenment. After the bowl has disappeared, the dharma will 
decline, the world and mankind will degenerate until men only reach 

The righteous will again practice a moral life until they again live to the 
Maitreya will come down to the earth.  It is 

interesting to note that Fa xian emphasizes that the recitator had pro-
hibited the spoken text to be written down – Fa xian obviously ignored 
this, but his observation nevertheless leaves us open to speculations 
about the original form of the .

Here we can see an attempt to extend the historiographical line be-
yond the present, in this case by again using the tool that seems to be 
typical for the Buddhist manner of dealing with history: a prophecy.

, 
with a geographical knowledge about the regions of Central Asia and 
China and their subsequent incorporation into a soteriological legend 
or myth, could really have been composed and recited in the south-
ernmost part of the Buddhist oikumene, in Ceylon. There is no tradi-
tion, whatsoever, in other, autochthonous southern Buddhist sources 
that would indicate the existence of a legend about the Buddha’s bowl. 
However, in the Great Chronicle of , there 
is a report, that Mahinda’s companion, the 
Sumana, brought the relics of the Buddha to Ceylon in the bowl of the 
Buddha , and according to the same source, the bowl would have been 
on the island at the time Fa xian was there, probably under the reign of 

 
 

Upa-
tissa the bowl is suddenly back in 

 passim. The 

alms bowl is still said to be enshrined in a small  near Kandy (Gei-
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the King 
that the relic did not have the same value and function in Ceylon as it 
had in other Buddhist regions.  

The legend that Fa xian heard seems to originate from the Indian 
Northwest, from 
works of art to appreciate the importance of this relic . Finally Fa xian’s 
report on the bowl in  is 
the oldest witness for its existence – not mentioning the contradicto-
ry statement in 
should already have been in Kashgar (Shale 
time
Persia,  and according to the Weishu , was even brought to China. 
This capability of the bowl to be in different places, sometimes at the 
same time, had already caused Huijiao 
monk Zhimeng , to state that relics like the  and the bowl of 
the Buddha have supernatural powers.  Although we do not have an In-
dian text on the bowl, the oldest Chinese  catalogue, Sengyou’s 

 Chu-sanzang-jiji s on the subject 
which, unfortunately, are now lost. The best example of the bowl going 
to foreign regions, and maybe as far as to China, is found in the fourth 
century apocryphal Fo-miedu-hou-guanlian-zangsong-jing 

-
dha after the 
black-haired people and will convert them to the dharma and lead them 
to good conduct. The  Za-ahan-jing 

relic, was a kind of royal talisman, but was never connected to any Buddhist escha-
tological conception.

 
 See 
 
 Biography of Gaoseng-zhuan Chu-san-

zang-jiji 
 According to Xuanzang .  

 
 (“I have enquired into the 

records and the routes of the travelling s and sometimes they are not the 
Buddha’s 

not either. 
 and the bowl are miraculously moving and sometimes 

-



a passage that was probably inserted into the collection later, has the 
Buddha , when the dharma de-
clines, the , his tooth and his bowl will go to the East. The north-
western origin of such legends around the bowl are indirectly support-
ed by the Lianhuamian-jing , 

/ Naliantiyeshe 
, who came from the northwestern region of India, where at that time 

theories about the decay of the dharma were widely known. A direct 
indication of such an origin in northwest India is found in a description 
of the lost , , which was al-
ready lost at the time Sengyou compiled his catalogue at the beginning 
of the sixth century. This account is found in the Buddhist encyclopedia 

 was of North-Indian origin, 
brought to China by the meditation-master 

, and it described the voyage of the bowl from India to China. 
This correponds well to the facts about the  as heard by Fa xian in 
Ceylon.

It is clear from these examples that the pilgrim record of Fa xian is 
structured on references to the same framework of beliefs and ideas: 
upon entering India Fa xian reports on the Buddhist soteriological time-
table, and at the point of leaving India via 
same, entwining them with the help of a calculated number of years. 

Fa xian presumed the 
present in which he lived to be the end of the dharma, so that there was 
only one hope for salvation left: the coming of Maitreya or, as an alter-
native and option, the ascencion to -
tion, to receive this bodhisattva’s blissful teaching.

Conclusion

Finally let us return to the broader context of early Chinese Buddhism. 
As I hope to have shown, it was not incidential that Fa xian started and 
ended his report on Buddhist India with references to the synchronol-
ogy of the Buddha’s  and Chinese traditional history, and to es-
chatological concepts concerning Maitreya. My opinion is that Fa xian 
belonged to the inner circle of the master Shi Daoan 

, which was the reason for his 
journey, seems to indicate this, but it would also explain his special in-
terest in Maitreya and the legends and prophecies centered around this 
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Fa xian would have shared with his presumed master, who 
Maitreya . The 

interest of Daoan in the legend of the Buddha’s bowl is shown, again, 
in the Chu-sanzang-jiji, where, in a list of extracts from different s 
for the daily use of the monks, Daoan quotes the 

, receiving the stone , from the 
Buddha-vita (Taizi  -
lated by Zhi Qian  

The computations of the dates of the Buddha by means of Chinese 
chronology may go back to Daoan as well. As is well-known, he was the 

 catalogue, which is known as Zongli-zhongjing-mulu  
and which is preserved in the Chu-sanzang-jiji
interest was the need for a distinction between true teachings and false 
teachings in the texts in a period in which the dharma was considered 
to be nearly extinguished.

Daoan was also interested in geography, especially that of the pe-
ripheries of both China and India, and especially that of Northwest 
India, exactly the region in which the giant Maitreya was standing as 
a symbol of the dharma-connection between India and the Eastern 
realms, and also as a reminder that the end of the dharma was near. It is 
not yet clear where the basic motivation for Daoan’s famous vow to be 
born in Maitreya’s heaven, 
this – and maybe the compilation of the catalogue – had something to 
do with the idea that the end of the dharma
of the Buddha, 
This probably presupposed historical calculations of the kind that are 

Fa xian’s account.
What I have tried with my two examples is to show that the ear-

ly attempts to create a Sino-Buddhist prototype of historiography by 
parallelizing Chinese and Indian antiquity arose from the pressure to 
harmonize the Buddhists’ own religious past, which was located in In-
dia, with the Chinese sense and need for historical credibility. This was 
reinforced by the belief that the end of the dharma was near, and the 
need, therefore, to determine exactly which period one was living in. 
In order to achieve this, not only histories had to be combined, but also 
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two basically different sacred spaces. It was this need for an inclusivis-
tic sacred geography and its actual creation – to embed China into the 
sacred space of Buddhism – which, ironically, proved to be one of the 
most successful tools for Chinese Buddhists to emancipate themselves 
more and more from their Indian motherland.
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